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The Formentera Department of Mobility reports that from today, drivers who arrive at ses
Salines nature reserve by car will face certain restrictions. Access will remain free for
Formentera residents.

  

Now through 15 July, non-residents entering the reserve must pay €5 to do so with a car and €3
with a motorscooter. 16 July to 31 August the rate is €6 and €4; 1–15 September, €5/€3 and
16–30 September, €4/€2.

  

People with reduced mobility, drivers of electric vehicles, visitors on foot and cyclists can enter
the park free of charge, while drivers of hybrid vehicles will receive half off the cost of entry. The
rules will remain in place until 30 September. Capacity at the reserve is for 342 cars and 1,060
scooters.

  

Limited access: es Cap de Barbaria
Additional controls in effect tomorrow to 15 October will limit access to sa Tanca d’Allà Dins in
es Cap de Barbaria.    

  

In 2017, a barrier went up at kilometre 6.5 of the north-south highway in an effort to preserve
the ecological integrity of the area, facilitate access to the nearby lighthouse and es Garroveret
defence tower and deliver an improved visitor experience.

  

A car park near the barrier accomodates 60 cars and 100 scooters, so visitors can leave their
vehicle and proceed to the lighthouse on foot or bicycle.

  

Accessbility
During peak hours, 11.00am to 1.00pm and 6.00pm to 10.00pm, a guardian stationed at the
barrier will ensure access for individuals with reduced mobility.
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